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'Ghost' particles, gliding through sun, reveal inner workings of solar furnace

New animation tool streamlines the creation of moving pictures

Pacala chairs national committee calling for immediate push for CO2-removal
technology 

Why do mosquitoes choose us? Lindy McBride is on the case.
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On the road in Hawaii, Princeton team seeks clearer picture of volcanic air quality 

'Focused Research Teams' take on emerging opportunities in biotechnology and
robotics

Women most likely to leave labor force after first child, not later births 

Bee social or buzz off: Study links genes to social behaviors, including autism

Sophomore Fotopoulos on co-founding a startup at Princeton Innovation Center
BioLabs

'Nature's Nation': How American art shaped our environmental perspectives
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Inaugural Princeton Day of Optimization convenes researchers at forefront of data
science and machine learning

PPPL designated historic mechanical engineering site

130-year-old brain coral reveals encouraging news for open ocean

Andlinger Center conference tackles challenges of a changing climate

Princeton engineering alumna Frances Arnold wins Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
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Hispanics face racial discrimination in New York City’s rental housing market

Of note

Celebrate Princeton Innovation
A reception to honor Princeton
University inventors and their

collaborators
Thurs., Nov. 8

5:00 p.m. to 8:00 pm
Frick Chemistry Lab
Registration required

She Roars Podcast
Tigers don't meow, they roar. Hear
interviews with Princeton women
alumni, from the Supreme Court

to operating rooms, newsrooms to war
zones, trading floors to startups. 
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